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	Enterprise Services with the .NET Framework: Developing Distributed Business Solutions with .NET Enterprise Services, 9780321246738 (032124673X), Addison Wesley, 2005
Enterprise Services with the .NET Framework is the only book that experienced  .NET developers need to learn how to write distributed, service-oriented  applications that take full advantage of Microsoft Enterprise Services. Filled  with clear, runnable examples in C# (with Visual Basic .NET examples available  on the Web), this book will quickly get you up to speed on building distributed  applications with serviced components.Microsoft Regional Director, MVP, and  veteran author Christian Nagel starts you off with an overview of Enterprise  Services and a guide to when and how to use them appropriately and effectively.  He introduces and clearly explains the four major services included in this  technology: Automatic Transactions Queued Components Loosely Coupled Events  Role-Based SecurityFrom his in-depth coverage, you'll learn How to create a  serviced component, how serviced objects are activated, and the different kinds  of object contexts How to manage concurrency and synchronization for serviced  components to achieve optimal performance and data integrity How to integrate  COM components with the .NET Framework How to use serviced components over a  network with DCOM, SOAP Services, and ASP.NET Web servicesand when to choose one  mechanism over another How to safely and efficiently read and write from a  database using ADO.NET How to use .NET Enterprise Services transactions to  achieve Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability How to build a  compensating resource manager to allow your own resources to participate in  Enterprise Services transactions How to maintain application state in a client  application, into a serviced component, in shared properties, or in a  databaseand when to use each location How to use message queues to create Queued  Components that automatically make distributed applications robust in an  intermittently connected environment How to create and use Loosely Coupled  Events using COM+ How to secure a distributed solution using authorization,  authentication, impersonation, and confidentiality How to deploy and configure  Enterprise Services applicationsNagel then looks ahead to Indigo, Microsoft's  next-generation technology for building distributed applications, giving you a  glimpse at how the technology works and how it compares to Enterprise Services.  Finally, he develops a distributed solution for course management, taking the  example all the way from a Use Case diagram to a worked-out database design,  component libraries, serviced components, transactions, Windows Forms client,  and Web service.
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Practical CakePHP Projects (Practical Projects)Apress, 2008
If you’ve been using PHP for sometime now and would like to start using a web framework, you’ll want to try CakePHP, which is an open source rapid development web framework built on PHP.
 PHP experts Kai Chan and John Omokore guide you through a variety of practical CakePHP applications. You will...


		

Supporting People with Dementia Using Pervasive Health Technologies (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2010
Information and communication technologies can provide new paradigms in healthcare provision. In particular, new Pervasive Healthcare technologies can revolutionise the dynamics of healthcare, enabling people to remain at home for longer with lower costs to health and welfare organisations. This book reveals how pervasive healthcare technologies...


		

France since 1945Oxford University Press, 2002
`a very thoughtful and stimulating analysis ... He is acute about the ways in which France today needs to change to meet the challenges of its new role in the world.' John Ardagh     

       The last fifty years of French history have seen immense challenges  for the French: constructing a new European order, building a modern  economy,...




	

Learning Pentesting for Android DevicesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Android is the most popular mobile smartphone operating system at present, with over a million applications. Every day hundreds of applications are published to the PlayStore, which users from all over the world download and use. Often, these applications have serious security weaknesses in them, which could lead an attacker to exploit the...


		

Managing Government Employees: How to Motivate Your People, Deal with Difficult Issues, and Achieve Tangible ResultsAMACOM, 2007

	Managing government employees presents unique challenges. Government managers may feel that stringent and convoluted regulations mean they "can’t do that." Some others may use that perception as a crutch. But the truth for all of them is, yes, they can "do that" -- and they’d better. "That" means...


		

Joe Celko's SQL Puzzles and Answers, Second Edition (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
Joe Celko has been writing columns for the computer trade press and championing database programming techniques and ANSI/ISO standards via his newsgroup activity for 20 years. 

In this complete revision and expansion of his first SQL Puzzles book, he challenges you with his trickiest puzzlesand then helps solve them with a variety of...
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